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Racer Coach, Cal
Luther Is Leaving
Lo. View the lone husband, His
wife is out of town and he knows
not what to do with himself.

Appointed Head Coach At
University Of Minnesota

LETTERS,m EDITOR
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to publicly thank
County Judge Robert Miller,
County Clerk Marvin Harris,
County Attorney Sid Easly and
their staff for courteous, official
and non partisan assistance and
cooperation during the past 60
days. Many problems arose
during the filing of the local
option petition and the ensuing,
voter
hectic
sometimes
registration process.
All the officials involved have
been an asset to the city and
county.
My sincere appreciation to all
involved.
John Cole,
Chairman
Murray Local Option Committee

He paces to and fro. He watches
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out. He languishes.
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City Recreation
Director Assumes
Position April 1

Miss Todd Elected
Queen, Riding Club

March Temperatures
Below The Average

Tom Shirley
Passes CPA
Examination

Rehabilitation Bureau At
MSU Open To Everyone

Buchanan Church
To Hold Services
During Next Week

Concord Parents
Club Plans Meet

Easter Egg Hunt
Held Here Friday

MHS Handicapped Program

Outlined For Rotarians

Kirksey Class
Holds Dinner

The Weather
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Campus quiet a lull
Chamber Of Commerce in storm, McGill says
themical Co., Inc., Shelbyville;
Just prior to its Silver Anniversary Annual Meeting on Charles J. Kane, President,
April 6, John T. Acree, Jr., Citizens Fidelity Bank & Trust
President, Kentucky Chamber of Co., Louisville; F. C. Keiser,
Commerce, has announced the President & Trust Officer,
Deposit
Bank,
election of the following directors Farmers
Eminence:
to serve a threeyear term:
Henry B. Asman, M. D.,
Thomas F. Manby, Jr., AtLouisville, Robert B. Begley,
-Law, LaGrange; J.
torney-At
President, Begley Drug ComE.D McConnell, President, Blue
pany, Richmond; W. T. Bostock,
Cross-Blue Shield, Louisville;
Jr., Plant Manager, Phelps
B. Neb, Manager,
Logan
Corp.,
Dodge Magnet Wire
Plant,
Enamel
Louisville
Hopkin.sville ; Thomas C. DedAmerican Standard, Inc.,
-Manager,
Partner
Jr.,
man,
Louisville; Guy Ormsby, lent
Beaumont Inn, Harrodsburg
Manager, Dura Corporation,
Edward F. Doherty, Plant
Paris; Enno T. Sauer, Plant
Manager, American Greetings
Manager, Rohm & Haas,
Corporation, Danville; 0. T.
Louisville; Louis G. Shew, Plant
Dorton, President, Citizens
Manager, The Trane Company.
National Bank, Paintsville;
Herbert J. Smith,
Lexington
Alfred F. Eiger, Vice
Natonal
American
President,
President, The Stewart Dry
Bank & Trust Co., Bowling
Soods Vo., Louisville; Robert E.
Green,and D. A. Zegeer, Division
sable, Chairman of the Board,
Supt., Beth-Elkhorn Corporation,
CCo.,
Steams Coal & Lumber
Jenkins.
Inc., Stearns; George M. Goetz,
President, Falls City Brewing
A large turn-out is expected at
Co., Louisville; Laban P. KCC's special anninversary
Jacksoon President, Gro-Green meeting, according to Acree.

By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

students in colleges across the
country are really reflections
of their distaste for academic

training," he added. "Yet it is
essential that people learn to
deal with abstractions. It
means that many of these
students are misplaced in fouryear colleges. But we have no
alternative
educational
mechanism."

The Almanac
By United Press Internatieeel
Today is Saturday, April.1,
Che 93rd day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venqs,
Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Aries.
American astronaut Virgil
Grissom was born April 3, 1926.
On this day in history:
In 1860 the Pony Express
postal service began with riders
leaving St. Joseph, Mo., and
Sacramento, Calif., at the same
time.
In 1865 the Union Army
occupied Richmond, Va., onetime capital of the Confederacy.
Gen. Masaharu
1946
In
Hornma of Japan, who ordered
the "death march" of Americans captured in Bataan, was
executed for war crimes.
In 1962 the federal government ordered New Orleans to
integrate the first six grades of
public schools.

NEW YORK — The nation's
colleges and universities are
riding out a suspenseful calm in
the eye of a hurricane.
That is the view of the
campus as seen by Dr. William
SATURDAY—APRIL 3. 1971
J. McGill, a 49-year-old com-Re
veteran of
bat-hardened
student confrontations at both
ends of the continent, who took
over as president of Columbia
LEDGER a TIME FILE
University last fall.
LONDON — A thief forgot his
McGill, who came to the
Alsatian and left it in the office
217-year-old
troubled
A proposed garbage collection and disposal system was exwhere he had stolen property
university as its 16th president
plained here to the heads of various civic clubs in Murray in the
worth $75, said British police
from the turbulent chanCity Hall by Mayor Holmes Ellis and Councilmen Maurice Crass,
cellorship of the University of
Jr., and Lester Nanney.
All Police Constable Eric
California at San Diego, inDeaths reported are Mrs. Alpha McDougal Vinson, age 75, and
Rhodes had to do was follow the
terprets the current respite in
Claude:Underwood, age 69.
dog half a mile home and arrest
campus activism as a lull in the
The 1950 graduating class of the Murray Training School held a
Eric Newby, 35, of Lyndhurst
storm of protest, economic
reunion at the school on April 1. Mrs. Bobby Grogan, Mrs. Odell
Street, Bolton, who still had the
crisis and academic reform
stolen property.
Williams, and Mrs. H. R. Van Eaton planned the event.
that is swirling around higher
Dr. William J. McGill
A thought for today: British
Mr. and Mrs. William N Paris of Charleston, Ill., were the
education.
lecturer John Collins said,
"I can't account for the
weekend guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Connie Armstrong.
- Mistrust a subordinate who
calmness of the campus except
never finds fault with his
that it is a common observation
superior."
nationally that although the
great alienation phenomenon of
the undergraduate student
'I DO'—WITH VIDEO
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body persists, violent episodes
BOSTON (UPI) —John G.
are decreasing in frequency,
Dulmage is producing, directing
and I am very grateful for
and starring in a closed-circuit
The amount of $30,000 will be needed to acquire a permanent
that," he declared in an intelevision spe?ial Saturday—his
County Fair site, according to reports from the meeting held last
terview in his large, austere
own wedding.
night at the Calloway County Court House, sponsored by the
office in Low Library on
Dulmage, 26, is the coordina
Young Business Men's Club.
Momingside Heights.
tor of the audiovisual departFuneral services for L. L.(Tame)Beale were held yesterday at
rampant,
Whether
clothing, 10.62 per cent or $720; ment at Boston College. His
By BARBARA KOBER
the First Methodist Church. He died on March 31.
shelter, U.88 per cent or $1,552; costar Saturday will be Mauand do more of their evil destructive violence ever flares
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significantly again on the
medical expenses 6.26 per cent
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over,
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Once
Operating Schools.
him
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per cent or $1,093 and Mass.
a young bride should think of
Crooks, bums, thugs, along more help, more manpower,
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IllipsNdrine Hatcher and Dr. Stephen S. Visher were married
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Macabre thought.?
overly sympathetic judges, But, at the same time,
coverage of- the liturgy at St.
questionable, he feels. But at
Not really. Just good COM- remain constant in the event a
have turned our country into an our commitment as citizens,
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and
they will change," Putnam group
throughout our country should
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presentation
ingrained national student is best to consider it under
observes.
take a hard look at what is
once upon a time, it was safe to
disaffection and dissatisfaction circumstances that can be
Dulmage said the event will
Current trends indicate that
happening in their courts.
have a family picnic, allow the
can be dismissed as a passing controlled rather than under
spending for food and be recorded on videotape.
comour
for
return
In
Twenty-seven men will leave April 4 for induction in the Army
children to ride their btltes, and
fad.
beverages, clothing and shoes
mitment to work with our
crisis circumstances.
The group includes 12 volunteers. This is the largest group te look forward to .the SumMcGill, a young-looking man
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And this is the time the
police
fall.
last
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was
Act
mertime
to
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weather,
leave Murray since the Conscription
who wears his almost white husband is around to weigh the
household
and
housing
CARSON CITY, Nev. I UP11—
their commitment:
Deaths reported include Lexie Lee Lillard, age 47, killed by a enjoy one of the many things
hair in the crew-cut style of his situation and help make the
operations has risen steadily, The Nevada assembly passed a
to be
begin
will
they
That
1.
train near the Milk Plant, W. W.( FtWiel Haley, age 79, Mrs. J. C. that, as taxpayers, we have more critical judges of
own college days, is convinced right decisions.
as has spending for travel and liberalized divorce bill WednesRudd,age 80, Toy Tucker, age 28, and Fendol Burnett, Jr., age 18, paid for.
that campus protests, although
recreation.
"This is a subject that calls
themselves and their actions.
day which would reduce
perhaps of a more peaceful for good sound financial
the latter due to injuries when hit by a car.
Spending for nondurables is residency requirements in the
But nowadays the parks are
2. Whenever they find one of
in
the
last few planning," says George Putnature than
decreasing over the long-term state from six to three weeks.
Work of clearing the world's longest reservoir, 184 miles of full of bums. Purse snatchings, their own beating someone or
years, are going to be a way of nam, board chiarman of the
and spending for durables ill
navigable channel suitable for boats of 9-foot draft, the reservoir rapings and robberies are at an shooting his gun unnecessarily.
The measure was appraved
life at least until fundamental Putnam Management Co. of
increasing over the long-term. n to 10 and sent to the state
to hole/the impounded waters of the Lower Tennessee River upon all-time high.
they not only will fire him but
changes are made in higter Boston.
Most other components, with
completion of the Kentucky Darn in 1945, was started April 1. It is
We no longer go to the parks punish him to the fullest extent
Assemblyman
after
Senate
education to make it m,.- re
the exception of medical costs
estimated 15,000 persons reside now in the reservoir area in fif- and our children are not of the law.
-The basic fbiancial planHoward McKissick argued
relevant
to
the
of
to
aspirations
seem
and transportation,
3 That they teach polj
ning dements of sar3.... arid
allowed their fun. So in essence
teen counties in Kentucky and Tennessee.
wasn't a short
the bright young leaders of insurance
remain relatively constant in three weeks
that the factory that ma
of ,-oarse, a
The Murray High School Debate team,coached by W. B. Moser, we have just given up.
time when a men and wife
tomorrow.
a
as
spent
total
of
terms
than
more
made
certainly
guns
are
members
"But
Mg,"
won the Regional Debate championship. Team
One of the main problems is
"realize' they are no longer
With but a few exceptions, he what of future eiiiiises and
proportion of total income:*
Maurita Morris, James Lewis Johnson, Billy Mahan, Tom Fulton, the
police department's one, and that they only use it
animals locked in- a cage of
of
most
outbursts
rettfrn,
the
considers
of
dollar
"Fixed
necessary.
how they can be met, parHilda Farley, and Sarah Jo Underwood.
inability to work effectively when it is absolutely
honor and obey."
love,
have
been
for
tragically
important
is
course,
to
4 That they give our youth
ticularly if the wife is left alone
Mr.and Mrs. Dee Lamb of New Providence are the parents of a within our system. We have
destructive of academic life, with children"
protection, but the potential for
experience
their
of
benefit
the
baby girl, Delilah Sue, born March 24,
seen case sifter case where
and at one point he considered
capital gain as represented by POLICE FORCE JAILED
Young people should be
convicted, hardened criminals and don't harass, condemn or
PETATLAN, Mexico ( UPI)—
quitting his San Diego .post aware of equity investing as a
equity investment such as
long
has
he
because
kid
a
beat
have admitted guilt, or in other
This
village 25 miles northwest
imof
equal
of
because
is
student
funds
protteits.
mutual
pot- :nal :ledge agau.st
cases where guilt was proven, hair.
During a wide-ranging in- flk r. and sts possibilities for
portance in planning for the of Acapulco was without police
be
Just
good
they
darn
That
5.
allowed
but technicalities have
today, Petatlan's seven-man
about
terview
campus api.: gains This may mean
future," Putnam says.
these misfits and deviates to go cops
force was behind bars.
violence, curriculum reform, mutual funds, Putnam adds.
financial woes, the tough life of
State police jailed the PetatAnother question is that of PROTEST'BACKFIRES
a university president in a ipplying assets to insurance
V.4 are confident, I say,and willing rather to be absent from the
BOSTON tUI) — Douglas Ian lawmen for freeing a
and
his ind investment
metropolis,
body, and to be present with the Lord.—IICorbithians 5:8.
Bond's protest against the homicide suspect without a
homesickness for the view of
This old world has its pleasures, but they cannot be compared
For example, Putnam points Vietnam war cost him $18 in court order.
cliff-side
a
the
Pacific from
with the eternal joy awaiting those who trust in Christ.
towing charges.
patio, McGill expressed a out, total expenditures Mr an
determination to draw on his average family with a $7,500 to
>mv wAsSi comtsittAxLI
Bond's only tangible asset,
San Diego experiences to see $10,000 income amount to about
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
was
1954
his
Chevrolet,
confisUS 6,11 NORTH
Columbia's current problems $6,788. Of this, food accounts
through to their best possible for 23.9 per cent or $1,624; cated Thursday because he had
753-6333
refused to pay his telephone
solution.
CAW 111.000410•RORS
excise tax for two months, the
understanding of the school's
He hopes to help the school,
By DAVIANYDICK
TOPPOUT "Ole own
Internal Revenue Service sale.
actions and recommendations.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
which is in financial trouble
Copley Ness Service
JERRY Gnoss
It is a parent's responsibility to
The tax bill totaled $3 49.
though its assets include the
land on which Rockefeller
Too often parents take the demand such clarification.
Among the unhappiest of people are those who
The parent should approach Center stands, become a
Bond, 27, admitted he had
attitude
the
is
that
school
said
who
man
the
cannot forgive themselves—like
making a decision to hurt their the school with a positive at- bellwether for its sister inrefused to pay the tax as a
bedrooms
separate
for
demand
She
to
try
titude.
wife's
should
un"no" to his
stitutions across the country,
child. The parent approaches
protest against the war.
R
and then discovered she had acquired a snore.
the school official as if she must derstand the problem, the while at the same time adapNEW YORK )UPI)—"Profitmake every effort to defend her solution and most of all what ting some of the University of taking .1, accelerated as the
management South Vieifs beat a hasty retreat next three months 'And the
child from the harm the school part she can play in helping the California's
Sat.,, SO. 2:00 3:45
"All who snore are not asleep."
sanie percentage looks for
child. It would be most unusual techniques
is going to inflict.
from Laos,'" Walston & Co. declines, the Digest says.
—Danish Proverb
5:15
7:00 8:30-10:45
No one is perfect. Surely, the for a school to reject such an
It is also as a former observes. , But the company
schools will make some approach.
and
professor
a
is
of
there
"lot
psychology
believes
It is also important to
;qv ,f wc-eNvA il
Despite the market's contimistakes. However, more often
department head at Columbia, buying power under the, mark- nued good
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
performance, Stanthan not the school will be remember that the school has where he served from 1956 to
US RtNORTH
et." The demand is "selective" dard & Poor's Corp. doubts it
right. Remember that the limitations. If a child is han- 1963, and as a native New
Walston cautions many is ready to sprint ahead." The
and
or
dicapped,
physically
school's business is the best
1st Area Showing!
Yorker that McGill is api.possible education of your emotionally, it may bi proaching his monumental stocks "have advanced to the company also is doubtful that
point where a great deal of the consolidation phase is Its penetration bolts fro
child. Their recommendations necessary to place him in a
task.
long-'erm profit-cashing can be finished. "Nevertheless, the
and decisions are truly in- special program or class.
the screen to your seat!
"I don't believe that any of expected "
there
many
are
However,
tended to be for the child's best
underlying advance has further
are
that
problems
basic
the
times
these
not
when
are
interests.
to ga, and we would continue to
related to the disaffection of
The Dow Jones industrial flesh out portfolios with carefulIt is unfortunate that so many available if a child needs in- college students with society
the
tutoring,
scliewl
dividual
OWENSBOR0 (UPI): Janice Johnson,
average could slip to the 850 ly chosen stocks.- S&P advises. Sat. & Sun. from 2:15
relationships between parents
have been corrected, alleviated
1969 Kentucky high school girls' golf
level "-and stay there a while "
and schools seem to fall into may not be able to provide it.
he
substantially,"
changed
or
champion, feels confident she can earn a
What does this mean" There
this category of opposition. The
the Alexander Hamilton Instithink
a
in
"I
are
we
observed.
berth on the heretofore all-male Kentucky
most beneficial relationship are two possibilities. The
tute believes. The institute also
Wesleyan golf team.
SINGLE
very serious time.
would be that of cooperation. parent may obtain such help
Coach Joe Roop said Miss Johnson, who
-A significant faction of warns "a sharper reaction
means.
this
private
if
through
When the school and parent can
won the Kentucky Junior Woman's PGA
could result" if the economy
is not possible, the next best students are alienated from
develop a program in which
Championship in 1969. will be given every
doesn't show more signs of life.
society.
opportunity to become the first woman
they both work together, the approach is to work closely
"They don't want to enter the Despite this, the institute says
the
do
with
to
as
school
much
as
ever to compete on the Wesleyan golf
child's problems are more
is possible. Perhaps the parent business professions. More and it continues "to believe that the
squad
likely to be solved.
more students come to campus basic trend is up and that the
Hoop said he thinks ,Janice, s sophoParents should recognize and teacher working together
as a way of escaping the draft 1000 level on the Dow will be
more from Owensboro, is so adept at the
that most students are suc- can make some progress.
pitch-ancl,putt game that she can make up
The main point is that or because their parents expect reached before year-end."
cessful. If a child has diffor any advantage she may spot her male
is far more suc- them to. They are interested in
cooperation
the
that
possible
is
it
ficulties,
rivals in distance off the tees.
The consensus among anaantagonism Both a degree and not an education.
than
cessful
school is wrong but it is more
Team captain Tim Gehring feels Miss
-We don't have any series of lysis polled in a recent survey
school
and
are basically
parent
likely that the student needs
Johnston will bring out a greater sompeti•
interested in the child. If they flexible mechanisms for is that the stock market will
•
•
help
live spirit on the part of his teammates.
work together rather than dealing with students who hold its own this spring, the
Actually, it is also .very
"I don't think they want to lose to a
each other, the child is come to the university with Investment
against
Dealers' Digest
the
said
that
parent
Gehring
also
possible
girl."
(GOOD THRU APRIL 30th)-1
these amorphous kinds of in- reports The Digest says 44 per
to benefit.
likely
more
Wesleyan. which had a 4-10 won-lost
needs help. A recent research
foura
to
come
Many
tentions.
a
•
in
season
yekr.
its
last
opens
cent
foresee little change in the
record
proiect concludedk that when
Questions on school problems year college because they New York Stack Exchange
tit-match with Henderson Community Colcounseling was given to a group
an
have
to
have
they
believe
here
of
State
Evansville
Indiana
David
to
sent
be
may
Nydick,
lor,/ and
compositeeiedex—now in the
of parents whose children were
Friday:
Copley .News Service, 'P. 0. -IC B. degree- in order to get mid4M1s—becarise of the econohaving problems, the students
in
bre
They
life.
istrebere
Box 190,San Diego,CalUt 92112,
significant
imshowed
my's continued lackluster perMr. Nydick is an educator, bred. They don't like it.
provement
;All of the cries 'for formance. Another 28 per cerd
Phone 753-3
'aria
'author
superintendent
el
1 11 Olive' Boulevard
No one is saying that a parent
relevancy that you hear from expect matket gains over die
schools in Jericho, N. y
Fhould not seek siiiist ant ia-v..
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MR. CAIN is from Tiptonville, Tennessee. He was fishing out
from Cypress Springs Resort, using minnows for bait. Mr. Cain
didn't wait around for any pictures. He figured there must "be a
big one" around and he went back to hook him. This one should do
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'n
Feathers

*
8)

by

Lie

for openers!
If any of you are wondering where Cypress Springs Resort is
Restaurant
(as I was until Saturday), it was formerly Morgan's
and boat dock, owned and operated by MR. and MRS. (SUE)
LOUIE WILLIAMS SR. and family. Of the family we met SUE.
who manages the restaurant, LITTLE LOUIE,the efficient young
gentleman, capably operating the dock and all that goes with it,
and JULIA age 9.1 must visit them more often nice family! Thank
you for the assist-nee.

SMITH

Fishing addicts out in large numbers. Complaining yes, but
doggedly battling high winds and rain. Apparently this contest
will culminate in a draw as neither shows any signs of giving in.
Those using trolling motors spend most of their fishing time
fighting the wind.
Still fishing-big joke! Fishermen dropped anchors and tied up
to snags in their fruitless effort to remain reasonably still. Didn't
It rain, brother?
Cypress Springs Resort was teeming with fishermen the past
Saturday and Sunday. Boats, every type vehicle, people and
feverish activity, resembled ol' home week in any county.
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Left to right: HALTON "STAG" WILSON and BILLY FORftES
and bounds ol' "Charlie" and "Cuff".
"STAG" did most of his hunting from the Crossland levy, South
west of Hazel. Pictured (in the background) a few 'coon hides,
bringing their season's total to 45. "ol' Charlie" belongs to STAG.
I remember Charlie. Believejpe is a black & tan. There were two

DEO
-John G.
ing, directing
closed-circuit
Saturday-fiis

other hounds in the kennel,at unit t1.Haven't met BILLY and
"Cuff" yet."Cuff" looks life a black & tan in the picture.
Before we hit with another cooning tale, allow us to present a
new list of hunters and hounds.
PINKLEY WIND and ol' "Tommy", TOM WHITE and "ol'
Blue", (wouldn't you just know it)? BOB WASHER and "ol'
Diller", TIM SCRUGGS and "ol' Cuff", JOHNNY FITS and of
course "STAGG" with "ol' Charlie". More information on both
the owners and hounds please. Especially breed of hounds!
On one particular hunt, STAG and party went to Shawnee Town
forrest in Illinois. They hunted from 7 p.nt.to 1 a.m., They treed 11
and caught 6 of 11 treed. The cas rap One particular 'coon for
three hours, before bringing him in. The 'coon weighed 40 lbs.
Man that's a lot of --`coon!
THOMAS SCRUGGS, thank you for the assistance we would
appreciate you supplying a list of other 'cooners and hounds,from
"our hometown".
We've lost track of Hazel's quail, rabbit, squirrel and all hunters. Please, give special attention to the -hunting dogs". Are
there no fishermen?
TOMMY JOHNSON and the boss went fishing early Sunday
morning. They landed 13 croppie and bass, before being driven
ashore by wind and rain. BRENDA and BILLY JOHNSON,joined
us later in the evening. The fish provided dinner for six with
plenty to spare. Our mighty fishermen also supplied the conversation,.dealing mostly with the superior flavor of fish caught
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JIMMY KING and Sunday's catch of large mouth bass.
MR. KING lives in Clarksville, Tennessee but is often found at
Cypress Springs Resort, persuing his favorite sport. This catch
weighed in at 8-61.4-5-4-and 3 lbs. These looked much larger 'in the
flesh' than in the picture. Bait used was a Kings'Special.
After his departure, we learned the interesting facts concerning
this fisherman and his constant phenomenal luck. Frankly, there
appears to be more skill than luck involved.
MR. KING is strictly a "bass" man, who doesn't play at fishing.
He makes his own bait, fishes alone and ( according to our
reporter) never, but never docks with out a well filled stringer.
Congratulations sir.

personally.
TERESA agreed to join me on another fabulous fishing tripjust for the ride,-you understand. Stie couldn't see the logic in

walking in the rain and wind-even if the fish had been biting All
I got was-wet!

CALVIN HALL, as well as a number of fishermen we didn't
know, were having about the same luck.
PEGGY HALL,thank you for the invitation to raid your turnip
green patch. This lady is sharing greens with the neighborhood
and even offering to help pick them. . Reminds me of THF.L.MA
FUTRELL and that makes me terribly homesick.
That takes care of the personal correspondence, therefore with
a word from Frankfort concerning license fees-we shall leave
you for another week

JAILED
!xico (UPI)Iles northwest
without police
5 seven-man
bars.
ed the Petat. freeing a
without a

STATE HUNTING,
FISHING LICENSE
FEES INCREASED

'•••••41...

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)-Beginning July 1, Kentuck, sportsmen will be paying an even $5 for hunting and fishing licenses.
The state Fish arid Wildlife Resources Commission raised the
fees by five cents Monday.
The commission also decided squirrel hunting will open Aug.
21; rabbit, quail, grouse and furbearers' seasons Nov. 19. and the
deer season Nov. 13-17.
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-The Federal Boat Safety

Act- of 1970 got through the
House of'Representatives but
unfortunately there was insufficient time in the last days
of the 91st Congress for the
LOUIE WILLIAMS,JR. displays a 9 lb. 50!. bass lairied by L.

E. CAIN, March 27th.

Senate.to review the bill. Consegues
-AY, the bill will be rein-

troduced in the present Congress. Speedy House a ppri p• al
is expected. Sen. Warren C.
Magnuson, chairman of (hr
Senate Commerce 4:onimittr,
will hold hearings 071 the Inc,

sure before it is brought t.
the Senate floor for' a •it

Statewide
Fishing
Report
FRANKFORT, Ky.( UPI)-The
State Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources reported
improved catches of croppie,
black and white bass at Kentucky'a lakes.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Cumberland--Croppie good
with an average of 30 per boat in
upper sections. White bass and
black bass good in south fork.
Black bass from good to spotty
throughout the lake by casting
and jig fishing. Some trout below
dam, clear to murky and falling
at 48.
Herrington-Some limits of 2 to
6 pound black bass by casting off
rocky banks. Scattered white
bass at first riffle of Dix River.
Clear, 30 feet below timberline,
falling at 43.
Barkley-Good catches of
croppie near Tennessee line.
Fair black bass in all sections by
casting. Fair croppie and white
bass below dam. Tributaries
murky, remainder clear and
stable at 52.
Kentucky Lake-Black bass
good by casting throughout lake.
Croppie best in area of lake
toward Tennessee line at 10 to 14

Boating
By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) - Ecologists are taking a look at mercury-base antifouling paints
and in at least one state-Massachusetts-they have been banned.
Paints containing mercury
substances were introduced on

the market a number of years
ago after extensive tests indicated they provided greater resistance to fouling of hulls
than copper-base paints, the
mariner's standby for scores of
years.
The Massachusetts Pesticide
Board issued an emergency ban
recently against mercury-base
paints after studies showed up
to 950 parts per million of
mercury in mudflats near marinas along state waterways.
Dr. Ernest W. Cook, deputy
public health commissioner,
said the figure was far above
safety guidelines for mercury
content.
The emergency order bans
applications of paints containing mercury substances on
docks and wharves, plus all
marine craft intended for use
in Massachusetts waters. It
also prohibits dropping into
the water paints scraped from
vessels.
• According to Cook, the studies of the mudflats showed
of

contamination
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shellfish

feet deep.
there was due, in part at least,
'Cropptrand white bass below to -th-e-residue Olnutiine antidam. Murky and rising at 52. fouling paint.
,Dale Hollow-Fair takes of
Lobsters caught in the area
(Topple and Bluegill in brushy containing a high count of
49.
stable
area. Clear
mercury may have picked up
Green River Lake-Croppie fair the poisoning by eating seato good at seven feet around life which was exposed to the
stickups, some black bass by contaminated mud,Cook said.
casting and jigging, clear to
On a brighter note, Outmurky and rising at 47. .
board Marine Corporation has
Barren River-Croppie good in announced a new system for
upper lake around dropoffs. oritlioird Motors produced by
Black bass fair in all sections by its Evinrude and Johnson dijigging and casting, white bass visions that will eliminate any
have moved into headwaters with overboard spillage of fuel or
some fair catches,clear to murky oil.
OMC says the drain-free
and rising at 52. 4
Nolin-Croppie good in tim- systems will be standard equip
bered coves. Black bass fair by ment by midsummer on the
casting and jigging, white bass in full line of outboards produced
and Johnson.
headwaters, clear to murky and by Evinrude
F. Larson, OMC's
Howard
48.
rising at
vice president of environmentRough River Lake--Croppie al affairs, said the company
good around stickups in South had offered to producers of
Fork. Black bass in same area, marine engines throughout the
Clear to murky and rising at 49. world royalty-tree use of its
Dewey-Small croppie around knowhow and patents relatfallen treetops, scattered black ing to the new fuel recirculatbass. murky to muddy and rising ing system for drainless enat 50.
es. .
"Our corporate concern for
Grayson-Scattered black bass
by still fishing minnows and eels. abating all forms of water polHeads of trubutaries clear, lution, regardless of how miniremainder murky and rising at mal, is reflected in out technical development of these
49.
in drain-free engines..." Larson
bass
Fishtrap-White
headwaters, black bass catches said.
"We feel so strongly about
spItt, murky and rising at 54.
achievement, and the
Buckhorn-Croppie best at five this
clean water benefits it will
size
hand
feet on minnows,
bring to boating, that we herebluegill, clear to murky and by extend to all outboard enrising at 49.
gine Pioducers a royalty-free
license to use any or all of
OMC'spatents."
Fishing notes
`
* *,
Croppie fishermen are 'picking
up good strings in botgKentucky
Chrysler has announced it
Lake and Lake Barkely. At is introducing an advanced Kentucky Lake the best croppie design powerIt mechanism
are still being taken at 10 to 15 for its outboard motors from
•
feet along the old channel banks. 70 to 135 horsepower.
The device increases boat
At Barkley best results are
reported along the rows of performance by adjusting the
angle of the outboard. It
stickups on the main lake.
Several good strings of bass have enables the *driver to change
been reported from Lake Barkley the trim of his boat, while
by jigging big minnows and it is under way, to compencasting deep -divers in the sate for varying water and
stickups. In Kentucky Lake load Conditions.
The new accessory is conseveral bass are being taken on trolled by a sink toggle
big single spins and Bomber-type switch onthe instrument panel
lures along the stump rows of the sad can be operated while the
main lake.
boat is moving at any speed.

I N KENTUCKY

MARRY

CROPPIE ARE ON
VERGE OF "RUNNING"
.. __
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Croppie foot ,e'.ow a sinker, 'right in
despite recent cold, blowy days, mon, the stickups, as close as a
already are moving into the
shallower waters of the lakes and
their spawning forays cannot be
too far off.
Water temperatures have
advanced into the fifties,
especially in the shallow waters
sections, and this has induced the
crappie- to head toward,- the
spawning rounds although as yet
they have not visited them.
When the temperatures hit the 60-

degree mark in the tributaries
then they'll move in, there to

deposit their eggs and, at the
same time, provide fishermen
with excellent sport for a threeto-four-week period.
. This spawning movement occurs in all lakes, in streams and
actually in ponds in the early
spring. In the deeper lakes,
however,this is not so evident as
It Is, for instance, in Kentucky

foot to the shoreline.
Wh, ri the croppie are not
spooked by flashing waves
brought on by high winds of
boating activities, they'll be
caught there through out the day.
This type fishing is so evident
there can be no mistaking the
croppie "run" at Kentucky Lake.
But all fishemen do not use that
method there. Many will use a
plunker, behind which is fastened
a do-jig on a three-foot leader.
Flashing the fo-jig through the
water, over and around stickups
in the deeper areas, can easily
bring to boat the daily limit of 60
croppie, maybe in the morning or

I

Lake which is known as the
Croppie Capital of the World
during the "run'.
Sure, the croppie will be
caught in great numbers in other
lakes. Many will be taken from
Lake Cumberland from "right in

afternoon. _

Because of the fabulous croppie
fishing all year long in Kentucky
Lake and particularly dirntvg the
"run", this area has become

known as the "croppie capital of
ty world." That is also why
the Department of Parks and the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources,along with the facility
operators of the lake, have
designated April 16 through May
the top" of the partly submerged 16 as the "Western Kentucky
willow bushes. They'll be caught Croppie Festival."
at three to four feet deep
In other lakes they'll be taken

in the same manner, but often at
depThs of8 to 10feet around fallen
treetops or under debris that has
congregated in the inlets and
bays. When taken in this manner
the croppie are staging their
spawning -run," but it is'not as
evident as it is in Kentucky Lake.
There is no mistaking the
"run" in the gigantic impoundment. It has more acres of
shallow water than any lake
and the shallow water is
sprinkled with a growth of small
trees and bushes and shrubs. The
water in those areas may be only
one or two feet deep.
Kentucky the croppie will
move right into the shallow water
to deposit their eggs. They'll be
in there, coming and going, for a
period of three weeks if the
weather is favorable. And they'll
be caughtby cane pole fishermen
dabble a monnow, roughly a

Sheep Day at
Empire Farm
A sheepshearing demonstration will be held on'Sunday,
April 18,at Emniie Farm in Land
Between the Lakes from 12:30
Hershel
p.m. to 5:00 pm.
Williamson of Mayfield will shear
the sheep and Ed Veazey, farm
manager, will demonstrate how
wool is carded and spun and
discuss the different uses of
sleep products.
Visitors may also see the new
spring arrivals at the farm. The
additions include six piglets, a
calf, and six lambs. Empire
Farm is located in the Conservation Education Center five
miles east of The Trace. This
popular educational facility is
open to the public from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. daily.
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WARD ELKINS

so USED CARS
ro MINOR REPAIRS
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* Phone 753-5862 *
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CAIN Et TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE

9

vEKBLE TAYLOR

•

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

C. IL CAM, JR.

II

M11:1111:1
STOP
AND F ILL -UP
AT

II

MARTIN

rs

OIL PRODUCTS

CHRYSLER
V momots cospossnos

TAYLOR
MOTORS
4th a POPLAR
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TI ANSPOKTATION CENTER"
MORI 713-tin

RESORT
RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 4652

LIBERTY
Super Market

5
* Alumacraft

11111eray's Largest and Moat Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentucity

NA-CHURS
Liquid Fertilizer

1
and

AMMUNITION --

•
0 Zenith TVs
.
Chestnut Street

* Febuglas
* Monark

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
- GUNS

* Cherokee,

Atpax

Bulk Distributor

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

aurvonizso DeAlly

ER
MS

HELP PRPERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

All Makes of Guns

8th and Main Streets
Murray; Kentucky

CYPRESS SPRINGS

STANDARD

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
New Concord. Ky.
Phone 436-5496

CHEMItAL
HUTSON
CO..- INC.
EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR

'PROMPT.

MAJOR
lj

BUSINESS"
Call Any Time

753-1933

rfilizer

too SportIngr ,,00ds

Tour Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Murray. Ky

Located W. Rallroad Avenue
Phone 753-2571

Boulevard
•
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May Wedding Planned

Here are sewing tips
for using bonded fabrics
Bonded fabrics are those
in 'Which two different tab'tics are attached, usually
by an adhesive, to produce
a convenient "self4ined"
fabric. It is important that
fabrics be bonded on grain.
To check this, fold a portion in both lengthwise and
widthwise directions Ms asa
whether the grain is was
• lel Where there is as sapsration of -the use fabrics
•If the Satiric is to be
threnggi
washed, put
wash and dry eyeat WM*
cutting.
with
fabric
•Fold
wrong sides together so
outside grain of face fabric
can be seen when pinning.
•Select machine needle
according to the weight of
the face fabric using as
fine a needle as possible
(No 8-11). Use a long stitch
(8-10 per inch).
and
tegpion
•Loosen
adjust the pressbre foot so
the fabric feeds through
easily.
Slash darts and press
open to eliminate bulk;

Five M

Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Martha Golden
at 10 30 a.m. Note change in date.

Five Mum
students whit
honors at the
conference
Lambda busi
the Deauvilli
Beach, Fla.,
They are:
Roger Per
Green, Juni
Green,sophoi
John Davis,and Darryl
Perry, a p
son of Mr. al

The ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Calloway
County Country Club. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Gaylord
Forrest, Eurie Garland, Virgil
Harris, James C. Hart, H. E.
Chnsman, Bill Holt, Bill Hine,
Hugh Houston, E. B. flowton.
Nat R. Hughes, Henry Holton,
and J B. Wilson.

blend seams by (sitting to
uneven widths
and
•Sias stitching
searn-finish ng are usually
not necessary Novelty
tweeds might be finished
with zigzag stitch to prevent ravelhng
•Put in hem as recommended for polyester clout* knits

The MSU Symphonic Band will
present two concerts especially
for children with the first at 9:30
a.m. for the Calloway children
and the second at 1:30 p.m. for
the Murray children at the
University Auditorium. There is
no charge.

•Press on wrong side
using light pressure and
the coolest dry iron setting
possible

-

* * *

.
11 446.
11

Informal wedding
NEW YORK (UPI)- In a
survey, the 27 per cent of
young brides who opt for an
informal wedding said they did
80 for these reasons: financial,
time and fuss.
They either didn't have the
money for a large wedding or,
they had, wanted to spend it
on, something else. The time
necessary to plan for a large
wedding was not available. The
young brides were turned off
by the prospect of all the fussing that goes on in connection
or formal wedding.
with a I

Telt the 'old- hag'
you didn't mean it
By Abigail Van Buren

PAGE FRI-

Senior Recital of Becky Romer,
Louisville, violin, will be at the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Building,
MSU, at eight p.m. No Charge.
Thursday, April 8
The Kirksey Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church at
7:30 p.m.

Miss Brenda Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith of Cardinal Drive, Murray, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their only
daughter, Brenda, of Louisville, to Brian Maxwell Boor of
Louisville, son of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Boor of Toledo, Ohio.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ern Smith and the
Late Mr,Smith_ atelMrs. ilryisn Boogie arid the late Mr. Boothe Of
Gleason,Tennessee. She is a graduate of Murray State University
and holds a Master of Science degree. Miss Smith is a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority. She is employed by the
Jefferson County Board of Education, Louisville, Kentucky.
Mr. Boor attended Bowling Green State University in Bowling
Green, Ohio. He is employed by Stein Brothers and Boyce, a
Division of Bache arid Company, Louisville.
The wedding will be held May 22 in the First Christian Church,
Murray.

INICIP

NEW OFFICERS--Kentucky Extension Homemaker's Association chose new officers to serve for
a 3-year term at the annual meeting held at the University of Kentucky, March 25-26. They are, left to
right, Mrs. Philip Harrison from Harrison County, new president and Mrs. James Rich from Kenton
County (Fort Mitchell), as secretary. Attending from Calloway County were Mesdames Harold
Eversmeyer, Raymond Carter, Elmer Sholar, S. C. Colson, Brent Manning, N. P. Cavitt, James E.
Golden, Paul &laggard,J. C. Kemp,Lad Larson,and Barletta Wratber.

41.4

Friday, April 9
The Cumberland Presbyterian The
North
Murray
Women of the North Pleasant
Homemakers Club will meet at
the
meet
at
will
Church
Grove
the home of Mrs. Edgar Morris,
home of Mrs. Edwin Cain at Lynn
Grove Road, at 1:30 p.m.
seven p.m.
*

*

Ass Sheila Harris
_
Honoree AfilShower
Church
Baptist
The Grace
Held At Center
WMS will meet at the church at

The Dexter Homemakers Club
-meet. at- the -honeasof Mrs.
Irene Mitchuson at 9:30 a.m. •

Thursday of each month through
Sigma Sigma Sigma he summer beginning in June.
Alumnae Meeting Coke Party Held
Held On Tuesday
By Sorority Group
The Murray Alumnae chapter
At.Contri +line
oT the Sigma Sigma Sigma

sorority met Tuesday at the home A Coke party was held by the
Gamma Omicron Chapter of
of Mrs. Joseph H. Rexroat.
Officers were elected for the Beta Sigma Phi sorority on
coming year. They are Mrs. Saturday, March 20, at the home
two p.m.
Miss Shelia Harris, bride-elect, Richard W. Knight, president; of Mrs. Larry Contri.
was honored recently with a Mrs. Dan Boaz, vice-president; The refreshment table was
personal shower at the Com- Mrs. Edgar
P. Trotter, overlaid with a spring design
The Elm Grove Baptist Church munity Center.
secretarytreasurer; Mrs. Joseph cloth with matching napkins
WMS will have its general The hostesses, Jackie Ross, H. Rexroat, campus alumnae used. The center piece was a tea
meeting at the church at 1:30 Paulette Ross, Carla Elkins, and advisor; and Mrs. Jim Hall, pot filled with appropriate
flowers.
p.m.
Nancy Schroader, presented the...program chairman,
honoree with a corsage of white Plans were made for the Senior Refreshments of Cokes,
Gamma Omicron Chapter of daisies and their gift to her was a Send-On to be held at the home of brownies, and fruit were served.
the lovely white wedding book.
Mrs. Charles Hoke in Kingswoot Members present were Mrs.
the home of Mrs. C. C. Lowry,707 Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
The color scheme used Thursday evening, May 6, at 6:30 Carol Sims,Mrs. Judy Hina, Mrs,
Elm Street, at 9:30 a.m. Mem- BSU building at 7:30 p.m.
throughout was yellow and green. p.m. Alumnae residing as far Martha Gardner, Mrs. Marie
bers note change in date.
After the games were played, away as Paducah will be invited Adams, Mrs. Darlene Ford, Mrs.
be
will
"Oedipus Rex"
Miss Harris opened her gifts to attend the function.
Ap- Rowena Emerson, and Mrs,
Tuesday, April 6
national
pi esented by a
from a table covered in green, proximately 25 seniors are ex- Contri. Guests were Mrs. Joyce
The First District PTA Con- Shakespearan company and with yellow and green streamers pected to attend.
Houston, Mrs. Linda Fain, Mrs.
ference will be held at Calvert sponsored by the MSU Student and wedding bells connected Miss Frances Brown, faculty Sharon Carroll, Mrs. Jame Blair,
auditorium
vernment, at the
City Elementary School at 6:30
from either corner of the table to sponsor, announced that the-and Mrs. Sheila Grogan.
p.m. Almo, Austin, Carter, at eight p.m. Free to students but the ceiling.
annual Founders Day banquet
to
made
be
to
High,
and
Kirksey, Murray
small charge
Refreshments of green punch, will be held April 24 at the
Robertson Schools are local PTA general public.
iuts, mints, and cake were Holiday Inn in Murray with a
Frozen (awls in winter
units
ierved.
dance to follow at the Calloway and soggy lawns In spring
County Country Club. Alumnae are poor slam to walk.
Jones,
Murray -High School FHA will Senior Recital of Tom
may make reservations for Grass is injured whether •
will
trombone,
Ohio,
Brides
and
their
wedding
Cincinnati,
have its twelfth annual style
Day by contacting Mrs.
Founders
Arts
Fine
Hall,
festivities
generate
an
estiRecital
you realize it or not and '
show,"Sew Your Own Thing", at be at the
p.m. No mated $8 billion dollars in an, Rexroat.
eight
MSU,
at
Building,
the "path" you imprint will
the high school auditoridm at
nual retail sales and services.
Meetings will be held the third
ccharge.
need replier later.
seven p.m.

le;ftvectuteau'acial
Saturday, April 3
' Kappa Alpha fraternity at
Murray State University will
have a Window Wash For an
appointment call 753-4048.

DEAR ABBY: I am so ashamed I am 14. and a boy.
The ether night I was at The Boys Club and I called my
rni
to ask her if I could stay an extra half hour My
older brother answered the phone and he went to get my
mother. My best friend was standing by the phone with
me, and just to play a joke on him I said right into the
telephone, "Morn, you old bag. I'm staying out until 10
o'clock!"
To my surprise, my mother was on the other end and
she heard me. When I got home she told me that since she
was being called "an old bag," she was going to start
acting like one, and I shouldn't expect any more favors, or
money from her. Also that from now on she is giving ALL
her love to my older brother.
Abby, I feel so sorry and downhearted. I love my mother a lot, and I didn't really mean what I said. How can I
get her to want me back'
—DIDN'T MEAN IT
DEAR DIDN'T: Some mothers In moments of anger
also say Map they don't really mean. Apologize to her,
and tell her you were only showing off for your friend.
DEAR ABBY: I am a spinsterish 27 and my mother is
constantly yakking that I'm too particular and I will be left
behind, if I don't wake up.
So I yak back that I'd rather be left behind than have the
crummy kind of marriage she and Dad have. A& when I
bring up the fact that we need some guests to get Thy father
out of the spare bedroom, she shuts up. Then my father
doesn't speak to me for a week Any advice on what I
should say?
—RUTHY
DEAR RUTHY; You need advice on what NOT to say.
And so dies year nether.
DEAR ABBY: The letter signed "WELL KEPT—BUT
UNLOVED," in which the husband stated that he must
"earn" his loving, struck home with me. For years, women
have been using sex as a weapon.
I've been married for 30 years and have raised two
children. I never wanted my wife to work, and for 25 years
she didn't. Then she said she wanted to go to work so she
could be a "person" instead of just a housewife. I reluctantly agreed, with the understanding that she would not expect
me to do any more around the house than I did before.
Well, do you know how long that understanding lasted?
About a year. Then she started complaining about all the
laundry and housework that piled up all week. I told her if
it was too much for her, she should quit her job. She said,
no, she wouldn't quit her job, she needed more help from
Me. All the while she was working she was too beat to
provide me with any loving. She finally said if I
helped her
more around the house she would somehow "find" the
strength to give me some loving. I was dumbfounded, but
said nothing.
For a year arid a halfd haven't gone near her We are
Catholics, and when I point out that the church considers it
a sin for a wife to deny her husband, she tells me the
church Is not going to run her life. I am not the t
to look
for other women. I'm stuck, and I know it. But it' • me
lots of good to get this off my chest
—ADD I
IVED

An open dance for members of
the Calloway County Country
Club and their guests will be held
from nine p.m. to one a.m. with
music by Reid Hale. No reservations are necessary.
Finals- of the PTA basketball
tournament will be held at Hazel
School at seven p.m. Hazel,
Kirksey, and Alm° PTA men's
and women's teams are participating.

Please!

A Turkey Shoot will be held at The Annie Armstrong Group of
the Jackson Purchase Gun Club the First Baptist Church WMS
on Coldwater Road starting at will meet at the Baptist Student
nine a.m. Shells will be available Union Center at 7:30 p.m.
at the club,
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
Monday, April 5
The Executive Board of the at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
Murray Woman's Club will, meet
The First United Methodist
at the club house at 11:30 a.m.
Church-Wrg
rmeet at the
The Lottie Moon Group of the church at ten a.m. with the
First Baptist Church WMS wilr executive hoard to meet at 9- 15
meet at the home of Mrs. Allen a.m.
McCoy at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs.
The Goshen United Methodist
Glen Hodges as cohostess.
Church WSCS will meet at the
The Kathleen Jones Group of church at seven p.m.
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Mrs. The Delta Department of the
Graves Sledd at 7:15 p.m. with Murray Woman's Club will meet
Miss Hazel Tarry as program at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Misses 'Ruby Simpson and
leader.
The
Coldwater
United Frances Sexton, Mesdames J.
Methodist Church WSCS i Matt Sparkman, J. D. Rayburn,
scheduled to meet at the church Harry Sparks, Stanford Andrus,
and Garnett Jones as hostesses.
at 7:30 p.m.

The Kentucky

BLUE CROSS® and BLUE SHELLY
MOBILE INFORMATION CENTER

IS COMING TO MURRAY, MIRKY
TUESDAY, APRIL 6, 1971
ON THE COURTHOUSE SQUARE
A VALUABLE COMMUNITY SERVICE
The Elitib Cross and Blue Shield
Mobile Information Center Manager
will be available to serve you.

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30p.m. with
Mesdames John Baker, Billy
Dale Outland, Charles D
Outland, and E. D. Roberts as
hostesses

DEAR ABBY I am 19 and want to register to vote but
mg parents won't let me They say THEY couldn't vote
ogIll they were 21, and I will have to wait until I am
too.
I feel it is nosr,my privilege to vote and they don't have
the right to deny me this privilege Do they/
The Executive Council of the
.. 1
Wednesday, April 7
—DISAPPOINTED.) , Elm Grove Baptist Church 'WMS
will meet at the church at seven The Cherry Corner Baptist
DEAR DISAPPOINTED No Yoe dotal seed parotid '
•
p tit.
Church WMS will poet at the
eoesest to register.
The licensed Practical Nurses church at 7:30 p.m.
Association will meet in the
What's your problem* °Jill feel better if you get It eil
conference room of the Murray- The Flint Baptist Church WMS
year chest. Write le ABBY, Rex WTell, Les Angeles, CM.
Calloway County Hospital at 7;30 will meet at the church at 7:30
NM. Foe • personal reply radon Ansageg.
pm,,,Iwith Dr Prue Kelly as p.m

Mkhaiel Chandler
Manager
Mobile Information
Center

The Faxon Mothers Club will
The Maryleona Frost Circle of meet at the school at 1:30 p.m
the WSCS of_ the First United
South ,
Murray
'Methodist Church will meet at The

Everyone (Blue Cross and Blue Shield
members and non-members)
is invited to visit the Information
Center, with questions regarding
health care protection.
Farm Bureau Members may also obtain
information *out benefits available
through the Farm Bureau Group.

Jim Stagg
Your brie

Enrollment
Representative

KENTUCKY

BLUE CROSS" and BLUE SHIELD"

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN INC

eevelepe.

Hate Is write letters? geed It is Abby- Bel arms LAS
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'
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KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL INC
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The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
A rummage sale will be held at
the American Legion Hall from the First Presbyterian Church
seven a.m. to twelve noon, will fleet at the home of Mrs.
sponsored by the Harris Grow Herbert Brooks at 1:30 p.m.
Homemakers Club.
Croup I of the First Christian
A Horse Show, sponsored by Church CWF will meet with Mrs.
the West Kentucky Horseman' Henry Helton at ten a.m. Mrs.
Association, will be held at the Jim Hart will be in charge of the
Metropolis Arrow Head Indoor program and worship.
Arena at two p.m
Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
Sunday, April 4
Faculty xecital of Don Story, home of Mrs. Tellus McDougal at
clarinet, and Mrs. Donna Story, two p.m. with Mrs. Rubye
Murray, viola, will be at the Roberts as cohostess. Mrs.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Building, Wayne Sheeks will have the
MSU, at three p.m. No charge. program.

Chapter M of the P.E.b.
Sisterhood will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray State University
Library office of Miss Ann
Herron. Rev. Henry McKenzie
will be the speaker

.?re
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U
• AV:
• 04
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"Mr.
Business novice division shorthand con- education at Murray State, is
Future
organization
the
to
advisor
state
testV1
Executive" competition at the
Miss Power is and will be accompanying the
team, having placed second in state conference, and will ix A senior,
Miss Murray students to the Miami
accounting.
in
majoring
nationa
for
competing
last week's state contest. She is
Beach meeting.
majoring
sophomore
a
is
Oliver
majoring in business education. recognition at Miami Beach in
English.
and
business
in
that
event.
in
majoring
senior
Davis, a
Among the mudges in the state
mathematics and son of Mr. and Two other Murray students
from the JUMPING MAGGOTS
Mrs. Lacy E. Davis of Baton who first place in their com- competitions were three
Devine,
Rouge, won the "Mr. Future petitions at the Cumberland Falls Murray area: Dr. John
England
of STOURBRIDGE,
department
the
of
chairman
are:
They
conference.
Business Teacher" competition
UPI — Two judges turned
Thomas,
Ed
education;
business
of
last week in the Cumberland Frances Power, daughter
down the offer of a peep at
programmer in the
Falls conference and will be Mr. and Mrs. Allen Power, 335 senior
some maggots Tuesday when
center and
going to Miami Beach to compete Center Street, Mayfield, who won university's computer
warned they could jump six
first place in the novice division the advisor to the Murray inches. The maggots were part
nationally in that area.
Ryan,
Charles
and
the typing contest, and Gail Oliver, chapter,
Callahan,
Darryl
of evidence in a case involving
representative of the student daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Murray.
the sale of unfit cheese by a
an
Ryan,
C.
LaVerne
Mrs.
Oliver,
Calvert
Chestnut,
718
body on the Murray State Board
store.
business
of
professor
A Regents, won first place in the City, who won first place in the. assistant

Five Murray State Students Will Compete At Conference

•

Five Murray State University Perry, will be competing for an and Mrs. Milburn Green Route 1,
students will be competing for top unprecedented fourth national Benton, took third place in the
as a member of the Murray vocabulary relay team event at
honors at the national leadership honor
conference of the Phi Beta vocabulary relay team, an event the state conference, and will be
In which he won first place in the going to Miami as part of the
Lambda business fraternity at
Conference three-member Murray team to
the Deauville Hotel in Miami Kentucky Leadership
at Cumberland Falls State Park compete in that competition.
Beach, Fla., June 16-18.
last week.
in
majoring
is
She
They are:
In 1969-70, Perry was named mathematics and chemistry and
Roger Perry, senior, Beverly "Mr.
Future
Business is also the current national "Miss
Green, junior, and Marsha Executive" and finished first in
Future Business E-tecutive."
Green,sophomore, all of Benton; extemporaneous speaking at the
Marsha Green, a cousin of
John Davis,. Baton Route, La., national conference„ and last
Beverly's and daughter of Mr.
and Darryl Callahan, Canmer. year was named the nation's top
and Mrs. Marshall Green, Route
Perry, a pre-law student and "Mr. Future Business Teacher."
9, Benton, is the other member of
son of Mr. and Mrs. William H. Beverly Green, daughter of Mr.
the Murray vocabulary relay

L

STARTING MONDAY, APRIL 5th
A Sale You Can't Afford To Miss!!

o serve for
are, left to
um Kenton
les Harold
, James E

FROM OUR OWN MILLS! OVER 20,000 YARDS OF MILL-OVER RUNS,
SAMPLE PIECES, CANCELLATIONS

th through
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was a tea
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Cokes,
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If you can thread a needle, sew a stitch, don't miss this sensational Polyester Double Knit Sale! Never before anywhere such a low, low price,
Knits
never before anywhere such a tremendous selection, never before anywhere such fine quality! Imagine buying Famous Mills, Polyester Double

winter
ri sprinat.V
'xi walk. /'
f
whether r
not and )
tint will

at a fraction of Mill Cost! There are mill-overruns, sample bolts, cancellations and slight imperfects from our own mills. All brand new spring patterns
and colors, all full bolts, 62" to 68" wide. (Because of this unheard of low price, no allowance can be made for any small imperfections,
goods must be sold as is.)
•
01$
be&

Nobody, But Nowbody Can Undersell Us!
Compare These Knits Anywhere at 5499 to 5999 yd.

*
sal
:
II11

•i*•
e:,
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!
tit
•
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* Full Mill Bolts, 62" to 68" Wide

A•Nt'l
;544,,rtib

* Machine Washable, Tumble Dry
* All New Spring Colors and Patterns
* Matching Stripes, Checks, and Solids
* Crepe, Lacosta, Ottoman, Teardrop Stitches
* New Denim Look Knits in Solids 8 Stripes

se

b

* Tone On Tone Jacquards & Boucle's

al11$
b;•:0,11,

* Thousands of Yards to Choovo From

.
cent'
11.1
.
$1
.
;
:4.
0:1•:•
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* Savings oi '3.00 to '8.00 A Yard!
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BE THERE WHEN THE DOOR OPENS MONDAY FOR THE
POLYESTER KNIT SALE OF THE YEAR!!

.6'
*et. • 114
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Don't miss this sensational Polyester Double Knit Sale! We.believe this is
the greatest value we have ever offered! Imagine savings up to '8.00 a yard

a sieV
o
11.11444

on Finest Quality Polyester Double Knits.
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MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119 ,
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Hospital Report

Oedipus Rex
Set At MSU
On Thursdaybe

March 31, 1971
ADULTS 87
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Birdsong (Mrs.
Wanda Fay Birdsong), Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Baby Girl Duncan (Mrs.
Paula June Duncan), 707
Fairlane, Murray, Baby Boy
Brittain ( Mrs. Mary Frances
Brittain), Rt. 4, Murray.

••'uedupus
presented at Murray State
University Thursday Ator/1-11-14-11..,
p.m. in the university auditorium
by the National Shakespeare
Company of New York City.
Sponsored by the Murray State
student government, the classic
Greek tragedy is free to the
aublic.
Known to critics as one of the
great legends that. Western
culture has inherited from anSophocles'
Greece,
cient
"Oedipus Rex" deals not with
the crucial events of the story,
'iut rather with the more crucial
and terrible aftermath.
Oeditius is presented in the act
of learning about his guilty deeds
rather than in the act of committing them. Thus, the play
deals with the age old problem of
_TITLE ROLE-of the National Shakespeare Company's
whether man's predicament lies
"Oedipus Rex", which will be presented at Murray State
in the knowledge of his guilt or in
University April Sat 8 p.m., is played by Rod Loomis. The famous
the guilty act itself. "Oedipus
Greek tragedy by Sopbocles will be sponsored by the Murray
Rex" is a symbolic protrayal of
State University student government and is free to the public.
man's slow grasp of insight into
his essence.
nesday the stories Will be from
This engagement is one of over
DIAL MOTHER GOOSE
a collection of 50 based on a
LONDON ( UPI) - Bedtime British Broadcasting Corp. two hundred performances which
will be made by the National
stories for children will be BBC television serieq.
Company, during
available each evening by
Earlier in the day the post Shakespeare
month tour....Playing.the
aneight
rdenhig
iiirrodticE-ga
-4offiCe-hegirintirg„,
,,,
let,ePhche
title role of "Oedipus Rex" will
e post thilce' which runs hints which can be heard by be the National Shakespeare
"
Britain's telephones, said Wed- dialing the same number.
Company's Rod Loomis. Judith
Hink will portray Jocasta.

CELEBRATE
*AAA sovuoc

JOG-TIME AT MURRAY STATE-Participants in the physical fitness program at Murray State
University last October Jog around the track in Cutchln Stadium on the campus. Dr. Pete Panzera
(right center), chairman of the chemistry department, has last 65 pounds through a combination of
dietary regimen and the physical fitness program. He was the first in the program to surpass 100
miles jogging. Ken Stevens (next to Panzera) finished 100 miles the following day. Also shown I left
to right ) are Dr.Jack Baker, who supervises the ctivities, Bob Hendon, Tom Spoerner (partially
hidden), and Harry Furches, all faculty members.
iPhoto by Wllson Wooley

Fitness-Program At University
Helps Faculty Keep Weight Down

NEWLYWEDS' GIFT
BRISTOL, England ( UPI)Newlyweds Peter and Tessa
Floyd were delighted with the
10-foot oak tree friends at
Floyd's office gave them. Only
they do not have a garden.
Floyd asked Bristol city authorities to help. They agreed to
plant it on a city-owned beauty

of Murray

. Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
$2.50 Including tink, Dessert & Tax
2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
1
/
Please the entire family.. Bring them to the
restaurant where dining is a pleasure Excellent
food, fine service homey atmosphere' Make it a
Sunday habit.
Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET - - - - '1.65
(Including Drink and Tax)
LiAIEN I'M 71.4ENT•i- ONE LIFE
WILL OPEN UP FOR ME! I'LL BE
A MAN! I'LL SE A REAL PER5ON
ru. BE AN lNDIVIDL'A-

program supervised by Dr. Jack
Dr. Pete Panzera is a big loserBaker of the physical education
-but a proud one. He has shed 65 department at the university
the
to
claim
ponds to relinquish
has made me feel 20 years
title of "big man on campus" at younger."
Murray State University.
nearing his
Combining dietary regimen and a Panzera who is
the first of
)hysical fitness program, the 48th birthday, was
ity
ancredirthiiiii
faculty
several
ot the chemistry
chairman
to
program
fitness
the
in
people
department has reduced his
mark in
weight from 275 to a trim 210. reach the 100-mile
the tape on
Not only does he weigh less jogging. He broke
earlier this
ent
accomplishm
that
than at any time since he was 12
years old, but he says the fitness week.

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

WITH

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE

'

HERE COMES MY \--1
BIG BROTHER—HE'S
THE CLASSIEST
DRESSER IN TOWN

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Velma Lucille Myers, Rt.
6, Murray, Mrs. Minnie Bess
Williams, Rt. 3, Buchanan,
Tenn., Jerry Burkhart, Rt. 2,
Murray, Rufe Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Carl Bennie Ray, 404 S.
9th, Murray, James Noel Melton,
107'4 N. 5th, Murray, Miss Andrea Kelly Glover, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Robinson, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Minnie Maybelle Jones, Box 651,
Murray, Miss Vickie Lynn
'Nelson, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Gladys
Amanda Outland, 501 Olive St.,

Phone 753-9161
TI-115 15 1971 ... FI6URE OUT
LJNAT YEAR 'THAT a./ILL

IT MATCHES HIS
TWEED RACE

HOW DO YOU
LIKE HIS NEW
TWEED COAT?

The Colonials

PACE SEV,

Murray, Louis Hauge, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Eunice Francis
Grubbs,Rt.5, Murray, Mrs. Cora
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray, William
Sutter, 103 S. 12th, Murray.
HOT PANTS, BUT NOT HATS
CHARLESTON, W. Va. (UPI)
-A lady may wear "hot pants"
on this capital city's streets,
but she cannot wear a hat in a
theater.
Asked about the legality of
the modish short pants in
public, police Capt. Lawrence
Morris said a search of the
law
no
statutes indicated
against them.
"There was, and still is, a
Law that prohibits ladies from
wearing hats in the theater,"
Morris noted.
Newlyweds boost
travel business
NEW YORK (UPI)- Newlyweds add $640 million to the
travel market annually. An in-:
creasing number of coui)les
take a honeymoon trip outside:
the United States.

DRUG
SCOTT
Chestnut Street

1205

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

1970 HOND
Call 753-7931
AKC REGI
puppies,6 9
year old
Phone 753-91
p.m.

AN
TV
WHOLE
Exp
on
Blac
Te
A

TV Sei

workout. Baker says the
time involved in covering that
distance ranges train 15 to 26
minutes.
Baker emphasizes that anyone
interested in getting into shape is
welcome to join the group.
He mentions the -shape" of Pet
Panzera-from a 48-inch waist to
a 38-inch midsection- as a good
example of how careful diet and
change a
physical fitness can
person.

each

Sbo
Phon

Don't
FIDDLE
AROUND

-Wring
your OM

OK, POP
BABY'S
HAS
MUMPS
BENTON, Ill. (UPI)-The
boys are going to have to wait
a while for cigars honoring Joe
But his new shape has cost him Brovming's new baby.
Browning's wife gave birth
money.
"It became necessary for me 1(9 Thursday to an 8-pound, 8-ounce
Toxe am too ,rnporlont to
BOTH
/nes wok, beaus* they're the
buy a complete new wardrobe," son in Franklin Hospital while
5 ""°'• ""e" Of ye,r FEDERAL
10
only
the
was
father
the
in
home
"About
bed
explains.
he
*"
'
Meow's! You can help
items of clothing I did not have to with the mumps.
en:* them by seeing H5
AND
Block_ Well rnob• sun. you
replace were .socks, ties, The family doctor says if
sTATE
reel.* every Impel deg:teeter,
Browning isn't over the mumps
hankerchiefs and shoes."
Then well guoront•• your al
Eager to offset any disad- by the time his wife and son
return fo, occurocy Why Row*
weight loss are ready to come home, they
wound' le Block 141? your
'vantage of his
ftrel
boweVer Panaera is quick to porn' are going to pass on the road
GUARANTEE
tout that the savings on premirnw as they change places.
We guarantee accurate preparat.on of every too return.
hi
policies
insurance
If we ,noIre any errors that cost you any penalty or
ion two life
interest we will pay the penalty or interest.
carries amount to about $100 a FOOTBALL ACE FINED
year because he is not now OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)considered as great a risk.
Warren Wells, all-pro wide
"So it really means I have receiver for the
Oakland
probably bought myself a few Raiders, was fined $125 ThursAMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
extra years," he adds, "and day for drunken driving, but
anyone would have to admit Municipal
Robert
Judge
National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky.
that's a wise investment worth a Friberg dismissed a charge of
."
Phone 753-9204
lot of exercise and self-dicipline speeding. Wells was arrested
Panzera joined the faculty at Feb. 1 after a 90-mile-an-hour
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
Murray State in 1949 and for chase on a California freeway.
many years owed the dubious
distinction of being the biggest
man on the campus. His weight
at one time climbed to 305
pounds.
When his moment of decist
came in the fall of 1969, Panzera
weighed 275. He explains it this
way:
"People my age were dropping
with heart attacks all around me.
It just seemed foolish to me not to
undertake a program to lose
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, April 5, April 6, April 7
excess pounds and to try to improve my health."
He began his diet Sept. 15,1969.
Nine months and two weeks later,
June 28,1970, he reached his goal
pounds.
of 210 counds-a loss of 65
Then he set out to follow a
program of maintenance to keep
Ladies'
...
his weight constant.
or
Men's
'The physical fitness program
provided,
October
last
begun
Long or Short
Panzera with the opportunity lie
wanted.
"It enabled me to get into
condition and to strengthen my
heart and lungs," he says. "Now,
after following the carefully
week long
supercised routine for more that
five months, I feel great and can
do much more without tiring
nearly so easily."
Five charter members besides
Panzera are still involved in the
Laundered to Perfection
fitness program. They are Tom
Spoerner, Dr. Dale Lemons, Bob
Hendon and Harry Furches, all
faculty members, and Ken
Stevens, a retired Murrayan.
The program, which now includes 12 people altogether,
involves calisthenics to stretch
muscles and then jogging three
days a week. Some of the participants work out on their own on
ather days too.
Stevens was close behind
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Panzera in charting 100 miles in
He reached the
jogging.
milestone a day later than his
'running mate."
Everyone who begin the fitness
program starts slowly and
Open, Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
gradually developes his own
individual routin until he is
jogging a minimum of two mile'

COME TAX
1.1 FE

USED 1966 \
492-8626.
1969 12x47 M
/950 betwe(
I mornings)
10:00 ipights
'LIKE NEW
typewriter, I
lkins or cal
after five 75

:PRACTICAI
lull size foan
lit mobile
Meadows E;

'IT'S terrific
Blue Lustre
;„upholstery.
'Western -Au
:- Wishing Well

12 Ft. ALL
heavy gaugi
.call Don Ho.
.5:00 p.m.

• 18 INCH PO
and 9x12 bro
-feasonable.

WAI
VAR

You
42

Monti

510 M

5'REMOVE
; spots; fluff'
; Blue I,ustre
S Big K.

3 REGIST
bulls, year(
9280.

PENTA 1
Resistant I
Ideal for
weather ei
Lumber I
Murray, Ky

AKC REt
pug, femal(
all shots, al
7409 after 4

FRIGIDAI
refrigerato
years old.'
Phone 753-2

Shirt
Special

L'il Abner
OIVE A-/OUR LATER,
GuLPf-AN
FIRED!!
AH MASHED ALL KEPT MAN
TH MATTRESSES HUSel/N- BUT K/N
AH TRIED TO
NE KEEP
TEST—
ME?-

AH Esit..1

THIS PICTURE OF
'MR.PERFECT"
HAS SENT THE
GIRLS INTO A
PM/MCI
FAIIDIZVP

WE'LL
NEED A
GUARD
TO KEEP
THEM

One HOUR

DRY cLeaneRs

DRIVE-UP
WINDOW

. THE PLA1
" Norge and
big sale, J
: day. Roy
P. Sales and :
::•.- Street.
-;•*,--

HEEDS
7'certified at
' Poodles, ,
' .. Setters. 6
complete
-. l'hone 753.

:.----rj

t

,LOST: 1..1
.' Singer Sea
si: book in it.
.,please reti
P1523.
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, Rt. 6,
Francis
Ira. Cora
, William
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUCTION rALE

get the Job done
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Le• al Notice

Commonwealttrid Kentucky
1970 HONDA Motorcycle, 750 cc. AKC PEKINGESE puppies,
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April THREE ACRES with good
Department of Highways
two
house,
Call 753-7930.
room
two-bed
at
modern
A3C Easter special; two decker rabbit 3rd at 10:00 a.m. rain or shine
Notice to Contractors
Ky.
hutch; two odd dressers. Call 753- the Mrs. Allie Harrell home In miles from city limits on
AYc Kirksey, Ky. Will sell portion of 1550, "Wiswell Road." Has good
AKC REGISTERED Pekingnese 2767 after 4:30 p.m.
Sealed bids will be received by
furniture from two homes; two well, good garden, outbuildings,
puppies, 6 weeks old, also, one 2Department of Highways, at
the
trees
year old female Pekingnese. STUDIO COUCH, armless, good refrigerators, two electric fenced pasture and shade
Frankfort, Kentucky,
office,
Its
VA
condition. Mrs. J. I. Hosick, 'ranges, bedroom and living room galore. Has 7L4 per cent
Phone 753-9974 after 5:00
until 10:00 a.m. Eastern Standard
covering
loan
)
(transferrable
drawers,
of
chests
four
Asc suites,
p m,
A3C phone 753-2578.
Time on the 23rd day of April
platform rocker, dinette suite, three-fourths the price.
1971, at which time bids will be
NEW 2-BEDROOM trailer on two metal cabinet, two televisions, ALSO A three bedroom brick at
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH - MURRAY, KY. NEXT DOOR TO HOLIDAY INN
publicly opened and read for the
two
520
cleaner,
Whitnell.
vacuum
radio,
lots, located on black top road Y2
Improvement of:
mile from Ky. Lake, 13 miles power mowers, walker for A MAGNIFICENT home at 1209
from Murray. Has lights, water, crippled, nice mirror, quilt box, Doran Road
RS GROUP 98 (1971)
ana
and 500 gallon gas tank. two spools of new barb wire, A "MONEY Making", 30 space
Court
Home
canned
Mobile
Possession immediately. Phone many other usable items,
Calloway Co., RS 18-328-The
653-6529 before 2:00 p.m.
A8C fruit, cross cut saw and small For these and "Multiple Listed"
Squire Irving Road from Ky issq
at
tools.
properties, and to list to sell, call
to the Ellis Baker Road, a
Bondurant Realty; 753-9954
This sale is well spiced! Iron
1.550 miles.
AC-2 ROW corn planter in A-1 stone pitcher, other china, cake C. 0.
distance of
A6NC
or 753-3460.
Surface
Concrete
condition and Model 66 AC
Bituminous
and honey stands, small glass
combine. J. C. Russell.
Class I.
ware, four smoothing irons, two FOUR ROOM house and 100'x210'
436-2149.
Calloway Co., RS 18-333--The
A5C old bed steads, a white box top foot lot. Two rooms can be
( Almo-Kirksey) Road ( Ky
Cain
old
real
finished upstairs. $4,000.00. State
sewing machine, three
5 H. P. ROTER tiller, like new,
464) from Ky 783 to the Cain
A6P
rockers, one goose neck rocker, Street, Hazel, Kentucky.
used onetime. Call 753-3468 ASP
Road, a distance of 1.200 miles.
center table with marble feet, a
Bituminous Concrete Surface
beautiful picture frame shadow
For Sale
All Brands
•
BOYS SPRING sport coats with
Class I.
box, jugs, jars, spit basket, tea Beautiful 3 bedroom brick
slacks to match, sizes 18 and 20, kettle, wash kettle, shaving mug,
Calloway Co., RS 18-488-The
NOTICE
RENT
FOR
HELP WANTED
also, 1961 4-door Oldsmobile, handkerchief box, oil lamp, brass home. One block from
Carlton Road from the Coles
University with over $300.00
A5C
8100.753-5917.
Camp Road to the Spring Creek
Central
UNFURNISHED 2-BEDROOM
cow bell, ten door safe cabinet, rental monthly income.
,_NOTICE.
COOK AND Car Hostess. Apply'dwelling, located 209 N. 5th
Rand, a distance of 1.000 mile:
Shopping Center I 1965 FORD Ns ton pickup, 101-'2 bated fruit can. Some out side Central'heat and a,carpet. in
Regardless of the
No phone calls please. Street. Call 753,3447.
person.
Bituminous Concrete Surface
A5C
home
This
pieces.
old
reason people drink
foot, Vista-Liner camper, lots of for sale privately. Ben Harrell throughout, large den, living
K. & N. Drive Inn. 4th &
Class I.
Phone 753-5865
and dining room.
tile
A3
alcoholic beverages,
A8P
Sycamore.
extras. Phone 753-8136.
Calloway Co., RS 18-703-The
Douglas bath. Large utility and
2-BEDROOM FURNISHED
administrator.
the only reason a
Camp Ground Road froni
Coles
conair
Modern,
Drinks
apartment.
Auctioneer.
Shoemaker
carport. Phone 753-1661
USED 1966 V. W. body parts. Call
person becomes an
Lassiter Road to the
P.
the
dryers
and
Washer
and eats will be served. SaturWANTED EXPERIENCED ditioned.
492-8626.
ALCOHOLIC IS by
A5C
Carlton Road, a distance of 0.601
BANJO'S PIANO'S, &
available. Zimmerman Apartday, April 10, will have Mrs. R. D.
painter full time. Call 753drinking ALCOHOLIC
mile. Bituminous Concrete
GUITAR'S on Sale
A3C ments. So. 16th St. 753-6609. AK
McDaniel's sale, two miles west JUST PUT ON the market, new 8359.
-beverages.
4
1969 12x47 Mobile home. Call 753four
bedroom
Class I.
tri-level
house.
'Surface
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
variety
large
A
Heights.
of Almo
1.950 between 7:00 and 11:00
DRY
VOTE
NO-VOTE
18-813-Th;
RS
with
Complete
Co.,
carpet,
Calloway
central
Dixieland Shopping
UNFURNISHED
truck
2-BEDROOM
of tractor and equipment,
April 20
imornings) between 7:00 and.
air, fire-place and all.SALES PERSONNEL salarY Pius duplex apartment, 603 So. 11th,
Cole Road ( Ky 464) from th,
Center
trailers, wagons, dump trucks, heat and
of
location
,
10:00( nightsy
commission
school'
city_
A6C
extras_
aad_the
Locatedin
spreader
Almo-Kirksey Road to the F4
manure
air.
Murray-Calloway
and
heat
electric
all
carpet,
conveyors
district. A deluxe home priced potions: Benton, Mayfield; -and Call 753-9135 or 753-4478.
School Road, a distance of 0.321
AK
County Dry League
any farmer can
items
miniature
small
REGISTERED
AKC
'LIKE NEW Remington standard
Concrete
A3( Paducah. Also management
10 months old. use.
"paid political advertisement ) _mile. Bituminous
typewriter, $80.00. See at Ward & Poodle, male,
trainee for office manager, BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
I.
Class
Surface
broken.
House
color.
Elkins or call 753-1713 daytime or Apricot in
location Paducah, salary $425.00 Apartment, unfurnished, two
Calloway Co., RS 18-853-The
NOTICE
A5C
THREE BEDROOM brick with
A3( Phone 753-7132.
per month. Jobs Unlimited bedroom, living room, kitchen,
lifter five 753-2826.
Almo-Kirksey (Ky 464) Road
spacious family room. Fully
from the Cain Road to the
BOAT AND Mobile Home In- equipped kitchen, carpeted Employment Agency, 1627 utility and bath. Carpeted. AirBroadway, Mayfield, Kentucky. conditioned.
;PRACTICALLY NEW bed with GUITAR, EXCELLENT con- surance Low rates, broad
Hopkins Short Road, a distance of
Dishwasher,
2
baths.
ceramic
throughout,
A3C
lull size foam rubber mattress; to dition. Fender classical. Phone coverage, excellent claim ser
442-8161
;
1.980 miles. Bituminous Concrete
garbage
stove,
refrigerator,
Central heat and air, attached
..fit mobile home. See at Fox 753-8388.
ASP vice. Check with us before you
Surface Class I.
disposal. Across from Westview
and patio. Excellent
garage
'Meadows E-3 Phone 753-4768, A3C
Bid proposals for all projects
buy:.
location, near the new city high WANTED: WAITRESS full time Nursing Home on South 16th
be available until 12:00
Galloway Insurance & Real school. Phone 753-7507.
will
A6(
753-4974.
Phone
A5C at Jerry's Restaurant. Apply in Street.
IT'S terrific the way we're selling
NOON EASTERN STANDARD
Estate Agency
PRICE MOBILE
AK
Street.
12th
South
person,
'Elue Lustre to clean rugs and
TIME on the day preceding the
Murray,Ky. Ph. 753-5842 May3C
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
HOME CENTER
FOUR ROOM block house with
Jipholstery. Rent shampooer $1,
bid opening at the Division of
furnished, $65.00 per month.
bath and utility room, electri SECRETARY WANTED, local Phone 489-2595.
Western -Auto, "Home of the
AK ,
from '2,995°'
Contract Procurement at a cost
Homes
ELECTROLUX SALES & Serwindows
and
doors
storm
Wishing Well."
A3C
of $2 each. Bid proposals are
position good typist shorthand,
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. heat,
Low as '195° Down
lots, front and back porch benefits $320 month. Baker and FURNISHED
APARTMENT;
issued only to prequalified
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- two
641 S. Phone 753-3640
12 Ft. ALUMINUM Jon boat,
located New Concord. Call 753 Baker Employemt Service 1025 electric heat, private entrance.
contractors. Remittance payable
Aprill2(
Kentucky.
mington,
Murray, Ky. Next to
heavy gauge, one year old, $75
A5(
4522.
to the State Treasurer of KenWest Broadway, Mayfield, Ky. Near college. Phone 753Holiday Inn
call Don Roach at 753-5971 after
TFNC
A3C 6564.
tucky must accompany request
COMING SOON to Murray,
247-1501
A3C
OFFERED
SERVICES
5:00p.m.
Ask abort our rental
Brandon campers, aluminum
for proposals.
10x50 NICE MOBILE home, 2
fit
to
built
A3-10C
campers
and
covers
to
up
10
yr.
chase plan,
RAILROAD WELDING and
18 INCH PORTABLE color T. V.
SHIPPING CLERK, experience bedrooms, 1 mile from Murray on
your pick up. 753-6583 or 437Maple
East
shop.
iron
wrought
rug,
braided
oval
md 9x12 brown
A8P
required, high highway 121 east. Kynois Mc4252.
Street, across from Murray preferred, but not
-reasonable. Phone 753-9371. A3C
AK
$1.87 per hour. Clure, 753-4770 or 753-6044.
graduate.
school
Dan
by
owned
Co.,
Lumber
AKC
BEAUTIFUL
TWO
OfEmployment
State
Contact
TERMITE Hutson, operated by Band'.
registered Toy Pekingese pup- HUNTINGDON
duplex
focal Phone 753-1933.
olir
APRI1.7( fice, 319 South 7th Street, BIG THREE bedroom
Call
WARDS 14 HP
pies. Also one white AKC Control.
carpet
with
A3C apartment
Mayfield, Phone 247-3857,
for
night,
or
day
representative,
registered Toy male Poodle
VARIBLE SPEED
throughout. Near University.
Industrialist Howard Hughes
Keel,
puppy.Phone 753-4469 after 7:00 free estimate. Mrs. Keys
air-conditioning
753-6234 days or 753-6202
AUTOMOTIVE
Phone
is planning to build a 200-acre
AK
753-4672.
baby
TIME
A5C
p.m.
ITC
minpressors. Rebuilt, $40 each. WANTED: PART
fishing resort on C,ay Sal, a
after 4:30 p.m.
cluster of small Bahamian
GM,Ford, Chrysler,B. C.Evans, sitter at the Presbyterian
AUTOS FOR SALE
furnished
ROOM
May 1P Church. Apply in person from THREE
islands only 30 miles from
Route 3. Murray.
STEREO
PHONOGRAPH,
Your Choice of
A3( apartment, electric heat, garage,
Cuba.
8:30 - 4:30.
1968 OLDSMOBILE, full power,
cover,
base,
plexiglass
walnut
42" ot la" Cut
There has been speculation
private entrance. Couple or
two speakers, $75.00. Solid state with low mileage, air con- FOR ALL your home alterations
about Hughes future plans
reliable students. Gene Landoll,
FM converter for car radio, ditioning, vinyl top, white with repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
AK
since he left I..ss Vegas last
753-8175.
A9P black interior, $1750; 1948 old. Free estimates. Call 753$25.00. Phone 753-4806.
November and secretly took up
TRAIN THE VETERAN
Chevrolet ton tow truck with 6123.
6C
OPEN SEASON -- Willard
May
residence in a hotel in Paraaise
510 Main 753-1966 USED FRIGIDAIRE washer and wrench and power takeoff, good
10x55 MOBILE home, 2 bedroom Bush, a Pottawatomie InON-THE-JOB WITH
Island. the Bahamas.
with washer and air conditioner, dian, stands at Allegan,
GI BILL OR MDTA
dryer, good condition. One large condition, 18 inch tires and WILL DO bookkeeping. 30 years
located in Fox Meadows, S. 16th Mich., where he was freed
PIC ASSO SCULPTURE
'REMOVE carpet paths and vise, and one maple deacon wheels $550.00. S & S Used Cars, experience. Pick up and delivery.
A3C of a charge of hunting deer
St. 753-3254.
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Grand Opening!!
* April 2-3-4 *

PRICE MOBILE HOME CENTER

ANTENNAS

* The Area's Newest Mobile Home Dealer
* Complete New Stock of Name Brand Mobile Homes
* We Feature Rental-Purchase Plan or Up To 12 Years
Financing
* We buy in volume to Sell at Discount Prices
* A Factory Representative Will Be On Hand for All
Questions
- 753-3640
If You Can't Stop In, Call Us Today
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Walker Figures Astros Have
Good Shot At League Pennant

Polston ...

Four Students Are
Named, Committee

Rotary . ..
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recreation, graduating in 1969.
experience.
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out, by field
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Crawford
of
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Action
the Central
i Houston Astros)
and
businesses
local
to
games with the Astros, is ready go with five infielders—the four his hometown of Independence,
trips
the Calloway County Action
COCOA, Fla. UPI i—Harry to play in the majors also.
plus Marty Martinez. working with a program en- Corps, according to an an- industries, the use of special
starters,
Walker suspects there may not The outfield is the Astros' top
That makes Watson's outfield compassing more than 5,000
made by Co- textbooks, motion pictures and
be another runaway by the card. Cesar Cedeno, who hit chances better, because he also individuals ranging in age from nouncement
Combs-Carroll film strips and familiarization
the
of
Chairman
National
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Cincinnati Reds in
the very young to a "60 Club" for
.310 with the Astros late last plays the infield.
with the equipment involved in
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League West this year, and in year after .373 at Oklahoma
operation of a business.
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Milliken,
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that case he figures his Houston City, will be in center field and starting pitchers shape up as
His experience in the field of
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Milliken,
Charles
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good
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Astros "have
Walker says the Dominician Larry Dierker 1.16-12), Don public recreation spans more 708 Olive Street, Murray, is a with the employers in regularly
best we've ever had.".
Republic righthander "reminds Wilson 11-6), and lefthander than seven years and includes senior at Murray High School evaluating the students' perThe Astros surprised a few me of Roberto Clemente—he is Wade Blasingame (3-3). The assignments such as recreational
where she is a writer for the formances in order to help them
people when they finished exposive."
hope is that Tom Griffin (3-13) supervisor, assistant golf course school newspaper.
with the strengthening of their
the
fourth in 1970, beating out
Jim Wynn, the Astros' top is over his arm trouble. The top manager and manager of a Cunningham, son of Mr. and efficiency weaknesses.
Atlanta Braves, who had won slugger with 27 homers last relievers are Jim Ray, George municipal swimming pool.
Mrs. LeRoy Cunningham, 1702 She listed four general obthe division a year before, as year, will be in either left or Culver, Fred Gladding, and
Mrs. Polston is the former
West Main Street, Murray, is a jectives of the program:
year
well as San Diego. This
right. That leaves several men Denny Lemaster, who showed Celia Gill of Indepencence, and senior at Murray High School.
—To provide opportunity for
Walker thinks a "happy" ball battling for the other .starting
pounds lighter than last they are making their home in He is an active member of the both observation and experience
30
up
club could create greater job. The man to beat is Jesus year. Murray at 317 Irvin. They are
National Forensic League and in a job situation.
surprises. .
Iclou, who hit .306 last year, "The Reds have pitching Episcopalians.
—To assist the student in acworked in the high school
has
"We've got competition for and those trying to beat him
new
director
Walker. The
will tutoring program.
Mayor Holmes Ellis buys first ticket to the Gamma Gamma
says
responsibility In a job
questions,"
cepting
positions—we never had that are Norm Miller, Bob Watson,
Talent Show of April 24, to help finance the drug education
Simpson and Jim headquarter in the new city park Miss Kelso, daughter of Mr. situation.
-Wayne
Astros Keith Lampard, Cesar Geronibefore," says the
Merritt may have arm trouble. building, at the city park in and Mrs. Glen Kelso, Murray
—To give the students a feeling program, from Mrs. Willard Ails, Gamma Gamma President.
manager. "And we've gotten mo and Rich Chiles.
northwest Murray, Alexander Route Seven, is a student at of self-confidence and hope for
got a shot."
we've
so
If
rid of some things that upset
Walker says he probably will
noted, and will work with all Calloway County High School the future, and
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improve
—To
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a mile for time in
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are now four.
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Calloway High.
Brown Crouch will read the at 7:00 p.m. at the Murray State
The "mile run rule" was one work is one of the greatest parts area, but there
ovated offis on
Cooper, son of Mr. and Mrs. Stan Hendrickson, Glenn scripture from Galatians 5:22-26. University Auditorium.
thing that seemed to get under of our job, making fuidance and The newly-ren
located at Reid's
Hewlett Cooper of Murray Route Wilcox, Ted Howard, Jim Martin Prayers will be led by Stafford Proceeds from the sale of'
the players' skins in spring counseling our biffest problem. the campus is
floor, so
Seven, is a senior at Calloway and Lou Zimmerman.
Curd and Max Walker.
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Potluck Supper To
Be Held At Almc

Former Resident
Claimed By Death

Theft Reported
From Automobile

Funeral Is Sunday
For Mrs Ida Hicks

Mrs. Iva Crass
1 Dies On Friday

Texan Connie Edwards
mixes flying, ranching
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Sunday, April 4
12 noon to 8 p.m.

Kenlake State Resort Park
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Choice of Meats are . . .
Roast Round of Choice Beef
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Bar-B-Que Spare Ribs
Baked Lasagna
v Chicken Livers wrapped en Baconl
Tuna Fish Salad Molds
I v An Assortment of Cold Cuts
Assorted Salads and Vegetables
Fruit Cobbler
Hot Rolls and Beverage

t
ALL YOU CAN-EAT
!Adults $295 Children $175!
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Area Talent Show
For Drug Benefit
Will Be April 24

Rehabilitation Bureau . .

Buffet Dinner
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